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Az embereken val�ó tesztel�és f�ázis�ába l�ép a Bill & Melinda Gates Alap�ítv�ány �által kifejlesztett CoViD-19 olt�óanyag. - err�Ql

�ír a TechCrunch. Az �új COVID-19 olt�óa nyag-jel�ölt ma bel�ép a klinikai hum�án tesztel�és els�Q f�ázis�ába, miut�án az

Egyes�ült �Államok �Élelmez�ési �és Gy�ógyszer�észeti Igazgat�ós�ága (FDA) elfogadta az Inovio Pharmaceuticals k�érelm�ét

az �új kutat�ási program keret�ében. Az Inovio v�állalat azt tervezi, hogy az �önk�éntes teszt alanyokat az �általa kifejlesztett

INO-4800 DNS olt�óanyaggal olt majd be. Az Inovio DNS vakcinajel�ölt �úgy m�qk�ödik, hogy egy specifikusan m�ódos�ított

plazmidot fecskendez be a betegbe, �így sejtjeik el�Q�áll�íthatnak egy k�ív�ánt, c�élzott ellenanyagot egy adott fert�Qz�és

lek�üzd�és�ére. A t�ársas�ág ezt r�észben a Bill �és Melinda Gates Alap�ítv�ány t�ámogat�ás�ának, valamint m�ás nonprofit

szervezetek �és szervezetek t�ámogat�ás�ának k�ösz�önhet�Qen tette meg. (Ford: VilagHelyzete)

		

A second potential COVID-19 vaccine,
backed by Bill and Melinda Gates, is entering
human testing
 A new COVID-19 vaccine candidate is entering Phase 1 clinical human testing today, after the U.S. Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) accepted an application from Inovio Pharmaceuticals under the regulator �s Investigational New Drug program. Inovio plans

to inject its first volunteer test subject with the INO-4800 DNA vaccine candidate it has developed, following promising results from

preclinical studies performed on animals that did indicate increased immune response.The Inovio DNA vaccine candidate works by

injecting a specifically engineered plasmid (a small, independent genetic structure) into a patient so that their cells can produce a

desired, targeted antibody to fight off a specific infection. DNA vaccines, while available and approved for a variety of animal infections

in veterinary medicine, have not yet been approved for human use.That said, Inovio �s work isn �t starting from scratch: The

company previously completed a Phase 1 study for a DNA vaccine candidate for Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), where it

showed promising results and a high level of antibodies produced in subjects that persisted for an extended period of time.Inovio has

been able to scale up quickly, developing and producing  �thousands of doses � of INO-4800 in just a few short weeks in order to

support its Phase 1 and Phase 2 trials. The company has done so in part thanks to backing from the Bill and Melinda Gates

Foundation, as well as funding from other nonprofits and organizations. If clinical trials are successful, Inovio says it will be able to

have up to one million doses of the vaccine ready by the end of the year, for use both in additional trials and for potential emergency

use pending authorization.This is the second vaccine to undertake Phase 1 clinical testing on human subjects: Moderna began its trial

in mid-March. Inovio �s trial will be made up of 40 volunteers, all healthy adults selected via screening conducted at either

Philadelphia �s Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, or the Center for Pharmaceutical Research in

Kansas City. It �ll span the next several weeks, and the company expects data around the immune responses from test subjects,

as well as info pertaining to the safety of the treatment for humans, to be available by late this summer.Any broad clearance or

approval for use is still likely at least a year to 18 months away, but the pace with which human trials are beginning is still exceptional,

so hopefully we won �t have to wait too much longer than that. forr�ás: Link
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